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Title: How to use Mail2Print at CERN

Duration:

3' 35"

Public

CERN visitors

Material

Screen recording on a smartphone + video Preferred recording method: HD webcam on the content owner's laptop

Description

Mail2print is a feature which allows you to send documents to a printer by mail. This tutorial explains how to use this service. How-To sections are:

1. Send an email
2. Get the link in your mailbox
3. Choose the appropriate printer and validate the job
4. Get your paper!

CERN video content owner

Vincent Nicolas Bippus

Other information:

Related Videos

Mail2Print

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

Video Discussion

_use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above_
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